Alaska Pollock and Cod Fisheries Achieves Continued Alaska RFM Certification

December 14, 2017 -- The Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute (ASMI) is pleased to announce the Alaska pollock and Alaska cod fisheries have been awarded continued certification to the Alaska Responsible Fisheries Management (RFM) Certification Program.

"Both fisheries scored with a confidence level "high" for each assessment criteria, which is quite exceptional in itself and confirms the status of these fisheries among the best managed fisheries in the world," states ASMI's Sustainability Director, Susan Marks.

The reassessments were conducted using Alaska RFM Standard Version 1.3. A 30-day comment period was conducted for each fishery assessment report, prior to final certification decision. Neither fishery had any conditions to be closed at the end of the certification; therefore no actions or changes were required.

Details of each assessment can be found in the Final Assessment for Re-Certification Reports:

* [Alaska pollock](#)
* [Alaska cod](#)


We welcome any feedback or questions you may have at rfm@alaskaseafood.org

For more information on Alaska RFM certification go to [http://www.alaskaseafood.org/rfm-certification/](http://www.alaskaseafood.org/rfm-certification/)
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